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Cards Concept

Scenarios you might be confronted with in your institution

QAT Questions to consider/suggested to deal with or avoid the issues raised by the scenario

Rem: each QAT question leads to a specific measure

Quick Audit Tool Discussion Card
How do you deal with or avoid this situation?

A long standing colleague has a chronic and steady illness. Near his place of work, there are many homeless. It is feared a number of staff might be targets for some of them.
Specific Support

Discussion Cards Workshop

Other important element of the tool available in the member area of the CERL website:
Available elements related to the tool in the member area of the CERL website:

1. Title to be changed → Discussion Cards + Vienna Edition to be added
2. Title to be changed → « Scope » + New document to be developed (only a few elements remain valid)
3. Remains valid
4. No longer relevant
5. → to be updated
   • +10 scenarios
   • + keywords
6. → Fifth edition planned for February 2024

And now, it’s time for the discussions

May this session be rich in exchange of ideas